Angling Rules & Regulations
- FULL RELEASE DIGITAL PHOTO TOURNAMENT
- ANGLER SUPPLY OWN DIGITAL CAMERA
- Chumming and/or natural bait is NOT permitted
- Entry limited to 9 photos per angler (3 per species)
- ARTIFICIAL LURES ONLY, fish scents allowed
- Only lures supplied by CCA allowed

Prize Categories
Awarded on a total inches by species basis. Each angler limited to one prize.
(1) Grand Slam
-Highest point total – Redfish, Snook and Trout
(must catch an eligible fish from each category)
(2) Angler
-Highest point total each species (Redfish, Snook and Trout)
-Runner-up
(3) Fish
-Largest Redfish, Snook and Trout (length)
(4) Youth Division
-12 years or under
-CCA provided tackle box, no bait, no chumming
-1st, 2nd, 3rd Awards largest fish any species

Scoring System – NEW DIGITAL FORMAT
Points: Redfish -Total inches all qualifying fish - 3 photos
Snook -Total inches all qualifying fish - 3 photos
Trout -Total inches all qualifying fish - 3 photos

Catch Qualifications and Registration
Each angler shall be provided with a measuring tape, scorecard, and numbered chip at the Captain’s meeting. Participants shall provide their own digital camera and memory card. Please clear your memory card prior to the tournament to assist scorers. Memory card will be returned to you after pictures are downloaded into computer. Angler is limited to 9 entries, 3 photos per species. Catch shall be laid on the measuring tape with the nose of the fish covering the black line on the left end of the measuring tape, and the belly of the fish toward the bottom of the tape; tail squeezing permitted. Take photo of the whole fish making sure that the nose, tail, and chip are in the photo and the size graduations are visible.
After photographing, release fish. Handling should be kept to a minimum and should be done with wet hands and the measuring tape should also be wet for the protection of the fish. You may have to steady the fish while on the measuring tape.
Scorecard must be marked with angler’s name and chip number, best 9 catch entries, and placed in the protective Zip-Loc™ bag provided. Score card and memory card shall be presented to tournament officials at “check-in location” for scoring, no later than 3:00 P.M. All decisions relating to angler and catch eligibility as well as scoring shall be the responsibility of the tournament officials. In case of a tie, the entry with the earliest check-in time will be the winner.
The $100 angler fee covers the registration, Captain’s Meeting dinner, lures, t-shirt and CCA membership. A measuring tape shall be supplied to each participant or boat.
Thank you for being a part of this year’s CCA Digital Photo All-Release Challenge. Good luck and tight lines.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Friday Evening, September 20th

• Cash Bar ........................................... 5:00 P.M.
• Angler Registration .............................. 5:00 P.M.
• Captain’s Dinner
  Catering By Uncle John’s Sausage ........ 6:30 P.M.
• Captain’s Meeting .................. 7:30 P.M.
• Raffle ............................................. 8:00 P.M.

Saturday, September 21st

• Fishing starts .................................. 6:30 A.M.
• Catch Registration Closes ................. 3:00 P.M.
• Cash Bar/Cookout ........................... 3:00 P.M.
• Angler Awards ................................ 4:00 P.M.

ANGLING RULES

2013 CCA “Digital Photo All-Release Challenge”

Fishing Date
September 20th, 2013 (Saturday)
NO RAIN DATE

Tournament Headquarters
Tampa Bay Watch Marine Center
3000 Pinellas Bay Way South
Tierra Verde, FL 33715

Eligible Fish
Redfish – Snook – Trout
Youth Division – Any Species

Fishing Area
Tampa Bay and its tributaries

Angling Hours
6:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
Check in from 2:00 P.M. – 3:00 P.M.

Check in location
Tampa Bay Watch Marine Center

Anglers must be in check-in line no later than 3:00 P.M.
to be eligible to win prizes.
No exceptions!

Anglers are not required to depart from Tournament Headquarters on Saturday morning. As a special thank you for continuing members, presentation of current membership card at registration will entitle you to five (5) free raffle tickets!